MEETING MINUTES
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
The Wednesday, December 4, 2019 meeting was held in the Price Center East Forum at 6:14 PM.

Roll was called.

Reports of External News:

- **VP External Affairs Williams**: In UCSA Board of Director meeting, we expect to be partnering to pass work forces in legislature.

Reports of Members:

- **Senator Kulkarni**: Regarding HDH, they exceeded the UCOP spend goal, tons of goods were donated to veterans, and two large scale zero waste events were hosted. 23.67% was sustainable. Discussion regarding Price Center marquee about opening to advertisers like Lyft and Spin. We are discussing allowing any commercial advertising. I initiate a straw pull with options yes, no, and abstain. We will meet with campus sponsors. Price gets crowded around rush hour so USEND wants to start initiative to promote table sharing among students. We discussed plaques, hooks for backpacks, slogans on chairs, and volunteer team to help students find seats.

- **VP Campus Affairs Reynoso**: Please fill out feedback forum survey and Triton Dine sign-up sheet. Majority of you termed in Week 8, you need one project approved halfway through your term. Now is the time to take initiative and do more projects. We’re designing windbreakers for AS. Let me know if you have any designs for stoles as well. We’ve been working in compensation to deduct pay in standing rules committee. My office has pre planned events so please take note. January 21 is a How To Run For AS, January 23 is a feedback forum on wifi, February 18 is a feedback forum on construction and campus planning, another is AS tabling event Feb 20, and March 3 is a feedback forum.

- **Senator Alsaied**: I plan on a collaboration with Basic Needs and Triton Food Pantry at the bus stop at Gilman so let me know if you want to join.

- **President Grudin**: Mental Health Fee Referenda is in the works. I want it to be done to vote on Week 1 of Winter. Find out the max amount you would be comfortable with for this fee referenda. We are looking at $30-40 per quarter. We are getting the numbers on Friday and if it is over what you say, we will stop it right there. So please have that conversation. Rec 1 still in progress. Greek Life is going under external review in January and they are aware of this. It’s an evaluation not investigation. The Vice Chancellor of
EDI updated me on what they were working on. There has been discussion of framing “Anniversary of” and “Celebration of” the Compton Cookout. Do not frame it like that, we celebrate student advocacy, not that event. There has been talk about holistic evaluations of professors and classes. It might be a good idea of a student work group of what we want CAPE to look like.

- **VP Campus Affairs Reynoso:** I reserved a spot on Library Walk every Tuesday from 9 to 5 so you can use for office hours. There will be an Outreach Wagon you can check out for office hours. Standing Rules Committee is tentatively on Wednesday for Winter Quarter. I had discussions on campaigns of our experience on campus. UCOP made it a goal to make UCs get recognition as a whole as an HSI system. The Teaching and Learning Commons here is great.

- **President Grudin:** Stuff the Bus is postponed for Winter Quarter. There is a committee in the works about Division 1 and how it will impact our campus. We can’t have men and women’s game at the same day because no double headers so RIMAC will be more busy. I am meeting with Chancellor on Monday so let me know if there is anything you want me to say. I am meeting with Director of HDH about parking restrictions. I am meeting with Director of Admissions to talk about if it is possible to add a question if student has a dependent because we have no data on that.

**Reports of Senator Projects:**

- **Senator Kulkarni:** On Wednesday of Finals Week, there is an AS Study Jam that I am hosting. Food will be provided.
- **Senator Lonc:** My project is on orientation. Before I ask for feedback from everyone, I will be posting this so I can get your feedback.
- **Senator Hickman:** There is centralized office hours next quarter.

**Question Time:**

- **FC Christensen asked Senator Hickman:** Is there a plan for Open House?
- **Senator Hickman:** We are doing it every fall and spring. During winter, there isn’t one, but there will be extra public senate.
- **President Grudin asking Senator Kulkarni:** When you did the straw pull for advertisements can you please present the pros and cons?
- **Senator Kulkarni:** The benefits are source of income for university and student union. We don’t know how much we will get because there is a lot of people that it has to trickle through. We are doing this to make Price less student centered and hats not the goal.
- **Senator Huang asking Senator Kulkarni:** What food are you catering?
- **Senator Kulkarni:** Indian food.
• **VP Campus Affairs Reynoso:** When is Dirty Birds opening?
• **Senator Kulkarni:** Winter quarter more like the beginning weeks.

**Reports of Committee:**

**FC Christensen on behalf of Finance Committee:** Item F1 and F2 tabled indefinitely.
**VP Campus Affairs Reynoso on behalf of Legislative Committee:** Item L1 tabled indefinitely because that person resigned.

**Special Orders:**

**VP Campus Affairs Reynoso** moved to table until Week 2 of Winter quarter.
Senator Walker seconded.

**New Business:**

President Grudin moved to enter Items 1 and 2 into New Business.
Senator Walker seconded.

No objections so Items 1 and 2 added to New Business.

President Grudin moved to approve first item as written.
Senator Lonc seconded.

No objections so item passes.

President Grudin moved to amend to read Hannah Kreitman as Chief of Staff.
Senator Hickman seconded.

No objections so amendment passes.

President Grudin moved to approve Item 2.
Senator Walker seconded.

No objections so Item 2 passes.

**Open Forum:**
• **President Grudin:** If anything I talk about seems interesting for senator projects, I can help you with it. It is Christian Walker’s birthday soon.
Senate sings Happy Birthday for Christian Walker.

- **FC Christensen:** It is Hannah’s last meeting for this quarter.

Senate claps for Hannah. Twice.

- **Executive Assistant Walker:** Tap deadline has been shifted up.

Final roll was called.

Meeting adjourned at 6:59 PM.